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ABSTRACT

In India, Inflation is one of the key economic indicators that influence the businesses, organization, public lives and also policy makers. The decision is to determine the inflation rate for the future and accordingly formulate the policies is the most essential part. With all the uncertainty and the challenges that are being faced with respect to the Indian context the paper aims to make forecasting of the inflation using the time series modeling.

There are many factors which influence forecasting Inflation in India such as global trends, government policies and economic conditions. Many researchers and policy maker use different models, statistical tools and time series analysis to predict the future inflation. The formulation of the policies curbs the inflation rate not exceed beyond the tolerance level of crossing 6 percent and above. These policies are formulated by the regulatory body that is RBI [Reserve Bank of India].

This paper provides insights about ARIMA modeling, used for forecasting inflation in India. It is a Statistical tool used for forecasting time series data, particularly for forecasting inflation. Because, its ability to capture temporal patterns and trends. This model provides accurate results for short and medium term inflation forecast. The ARIMA Modeling in JMP with time series analysis helps in forecasting of inflation rate in India.
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INTRODUCTION

Inflation means declining of purchasing power over period of time, due to rise in prices. Fluctuation in the prices of goods and services relative changes in productivity or demand and also supplies conditions. It can be measured in different ways depending upon types of goods and services. Deflation, it is the opposite of inflation where the prices of goods and services fall below 0 percent.

CAUSES OF INFLATION

There are some key causes of Inflation in India are

DEMAND PULL INFLATION

It happens when a spike in the quantity of credit and cash causes consumer demand for products and services to rise faster than the economy's capacity to produce them. It leads to increase in price due to increase demand.

COST PUSH EFFECT

Increase in the price of production process cost leads to increase in price of products and service for consumers. It is caused due to increase in cost of raw materials, high labour costs and also supplies chain disruptions.

BUILT IN INFLATION

In this the people think that the current inflation rates will continue in future due to increase in the price of goods and services. In further days, workers can demand more wages to maintain their living.

SIGNIFICANCE OF FORECASTING THE INFLATION

For a country's monetary environment, Inflation is a complicated economic trend with severe consequences. Keeping stable rates of inflation is crucial to guaranteeing both economic and social stability in India, since a significant section of the people is price sensitive.
Increase in rate of inflation leads to decrease the people’s purchasing power and it can cause economic imbalances. In contrast, exceptionally low rate of inflation may stifle economic development and discourage investments.

As a result, it is important to forecast future trends for politicians, organizations, and businesses to make prior decisions to avoid risk.

THE ARIMA MODEL

ARIMA is an acronym for Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average, which is a popular time-series analysis approach. In this method there are 3 important components such as moving average (MA), auto regression (AR) and Integration (I). The relation between observed values to its lagged value called as Auto regression. Using differencing component, we can convert the nonstationary data into stationary data and the MA component represents the relationship between an observation and a moving average model's residual error.

ARIMA modeling is particularly effective in predicting since it accounts for time-series data's trend, seasonality, and other trends. ARIMA models can estimate future values with a fair degree of accuracy by detecting and analysing historical data. Based on these, this modeling considers as valuable tool for forecasting inflation

LITERATURE REVIEW

(Tim Callen and Dongkoo Chang, 1999)
The authors identify the most important indicators using inflation model and estimate the series of bivariate VARs. They presume that while the expansive cash target has been de-stressed, improvements in the money related totals stay a significant mark of future expansion. It provides valuable insights about the challenges faced by them while preparing the models and forecasting inflation, particularly the price of the products drastically change due to climate changes.

(Muneesh Kapur, 2012)
In this paper the author uses various models such as time series models, VARs models and phillips curve and explains the challenges faced by him during inflation forecasting such as lack of data, transition and impact of global atmosphere. This paper provides the overview of inflation rate in India at the time of 2012.

(Deepak Mohanty)
The author discussed about the various measures of inflation briefly and also explains about difference between wholesale price index and consumer price index. Further, he discussed about derived measures i.e core inflation.

(Gour Sundar Mitra Thakur et.al, 2016)
The authors discussed about recession at the time of 2008 and whole world started to pay attention to inflation and try to predict inflation more precisely. Many researchers used many models to forecast, however accuracy is major limitation for this. So they collected monthly economic data from 2000 January to 2012 December. Using this data they constructed a model based on back propagation neural network and identified the some of the factors influence the inflation.

(Deepak Mohanty, Joice John, 2015)
In this paper, the authors try to identify the determinants of inflation using quarterly data and they found some factors which influence on inflation such as policies, prices of crude oil and monetary policy using structural vector auto regression model. They found that inflation changes continuously over a period of time with different factors which shows the significant variation which is particularly after financial crisis in world.

OBJECTIVES

- The main objective of this study is to forecast inflation rate in India using ARIMA modeling, which helps organization, policymakers and other stakeholders in making decision.
- Also, this study helps to develop a framework to predict the trend patterns in India economy by analyzing previous year’s data using ARIMA modeling.

METHODOLOGY

Scope:
The data set is collected from 1960 to 2022 to forecast the inflation rate in India using arima technique and the predicted outcome from arima model with the right (p,d,q) values can determine the accuracy of the rate of variation of the inflation from the actual and the predicted. The mape value is used for the determination of the model, based on the least mape value that model is chosen for the prediction.
Data collection

In this study, Secondary data is been collected from the website “Inflation, consumer prices (annual %) - India | Data (worldbank.org)”. The world bank allows the data set for anyone like researchers, policymakers, business or data analysts, businesses, and the organization to analyse the data and to make in decision like to forecast or to analyse the trend in the upwards or downwards trend.

It is a repository that holds data of the entire dimension related to various sector of the fields of education, health, infrastructural development, finance and many more.

With the above data set downloaded for the research on the forecasting of the inflation rate using the arima modelling we can predict the changes that could happen in the future which can help the government on the formulation of the policies for the better living of the nation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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**Fig:** Points showing the graph plot.
Fig: Comparison table comparing the table with all range of mape values.

Fig: Summary statistics of the model(p,d,q)
**Fig:** Graph showing what would be the prediction range.

**Fig:** Residual to check the white noise.

**Fig:** Graph plotting actual inflation rate and predicted inflation rate.
CONCLUSION

To conclude, the inflation rate forecasting is forecasted using a model (4,1,1) which has the least mape value when compared among all the other models. This model when used for prediction helps the government to formulate the policies, making the investment decisions and also maintain economic stability in the nation.

With the model (4,1,1) we could find out the predicted output being stable with the dataset taken from the Worldbank website but there could be variations if any uncertainty in market conditions, pandemic or natural disasters occurs.

This model helps in to maintain the risk and rewards of the government and this should be taken as a reference so as to mitigate the inflation.
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